
Week 5  PERSONALITY AND THE NEED FOR DIFFERENCE (10/02/10)

Talk:-  Around personality and different emotional types.

Different personalities and their purposes. Set up for increased stress.

Emotions as social controls. Purpose of Shame and Guilt. 

 Need for cultivation of  Forgiveness

Self-consciousness.

Handout:- Personality and the need for differences.

Braverman types

Mindfulness of the Breath, Calibrating the Dashboard. Anatomy of depression.

Object:- Further suspension of judgement.

Reduction in stress through understanding of make-up.

Reduction in stress through understanding of  need for diversity.

Acceptance of others make-up

Getting shame and guilt into non-destructive context.

Class meditation and Home work. 

i) Breathing, comfort, detachment and stillness.

ii)Walking/ Cloud Hands meditation.

iii) Qi Gong

iv) 3 step Gear Change.

Acceptance

 Acceptance means seeing things as they are in the present. We often waste a lot of energy denying and 

resisting what is already a fact. In mindfulness we try not to impose our ideas of what we should be thinking 

and feeling or seeing on our experience, but instead be receptive and open to what our experience is right now.

God grant me the serenity  to accept the things I cannot change; 

the courage to change the things I can; and the wisdom to know the difference. 
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PERSONALITY AND WHY IT WAS IMPORTANT THAT WE NEVER ALL AGREED 

(AND PROBABLY NEVER WILL)  (Brief)

DIVERSITY

 The greater the diversity the more chance any species has in surviving the greatest adversities. Flexibility 

needs a range of tools. Researchers don't always make good sales people and vice versa.  Thus Team HomSap 

(probably the best team that ever evolved) has its personalittypes  and they are not random. 

 Hippocrates (370 BC) believed that there were four Humours in our bodies that influenced how we behaved. 

Thus people were Choleric, Sanguine, Phlegmatic or Melancholic.

Mostly you can see that the 4 types break down into:- 

Dominants – jostling their way up the pecking order. Natural leaders for times of stress.

Givers - Co-operative personalities to make the most of communal living.

Thinkers – Clergymen, Shamen as well as R & D. Philosophers and Artists.

Gamblers - The risk takers who live for adrenalin rushes. Salesmen, sportsmen 

Dominants. We need leaders who don't collapse with self doubt. Could we have survived the Second World 

War without the colossal self belief of Winston Churchill? But the leaders could not lead without followers. 

These are the Givers. 

 Givers are necessary to do the work. And to get them to do this most efficiently it worked best for evolution to 

make them a bit more self conscious. i)  Concerned about other people's opinions,  ii) Ease of feeling shame, 

guilt and self-consciousness, iii) Perfectionism, iv) Conscientiousness, v) Self criticism, vi) Drive, vii) 

Idealism, viii) Strong sense of justice/injustice etc 

All of this with a little sprinkling of impatience makes them ideal workers.

Thinkers and Gamblers have more obvious personalities.

The controls for these inner strings are genetically controlled through the production of various 

neurotransmitters. According to Eric Braverman there are 4 lead neuro-transmitters  (brain chemicals) which 

help define our nature are dopamine, acetylcholine, GABA, and serotonin. 

If you look at the growth of personality through our years of maturation, however, there is a progression from 

the child furious about not getting the most ice cream to adolescent risk taker. This is dropped during the 

family stage when caring for family and community becomes the most important thing. Then finally through 

all the sleepless nights and disappointments there is the toothless stage of the older philosophical pontificator. 

Each of these comes with different thought patterns and priorities.

 At any one time in adulthood we have access to any of them. We are not limited to any one and can 
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conscientiously move from one to another depending on circumstances. We can harden or soften our hearts 

accordingly. Moving away from the ego-ic nature – the need to succeed - is part of the desire of mindfulness 

meditation. We can be thoughtful and take control depending on the circumstances.  Our chronological age is 

remorselessly ticking along but our emotional age can be in permanent flux.

Depending on the ratio of the neurotransmitters that are present with us for the majority of the time we can 

roughly be grouped into the four types though each of us has some leadership, some creative thinking, some 

enjoyment of risk and some civic conscientiousness.

Each comes with a different way of thinking and a different set of rules for living life. This can give rise to 

frustration. Parents and adolescents thinking in opposite ways. Armchair philosophers and kids on a 

trampoline.  Everyone thinks their strategy is right.  Our system would break down in indecision if each 

personality did not think that his/her philosophy was correct. 

And they are all necessary. So accept it. Forced conformity does not work. 

SOLUTIONS 

The art of self-preservation lies in knowing where to put down your boundaries and to patrol these in a non-

threatening manner. If you don't mark your boundaries people will start to take short cuts across your territory. 

If you don't mind this it's ok. If you find yourself becoming resentful put a sign out.

Agree to disagree, without rancour, with anybody and everybody if necessary.  Heart is where the importance 

lies. Keep close to the understanding that the mind divides whilst the heart unites. Accept the comfortable and 

the uncomfortable in the Bigger Container.

Don't take things personally. Most of the time they were not meant to be taken like that and the rest of the time 

its not the end of the world. Give yourself permission to make mistakes. Cultivate an ability not to need to 

please people regardlessly.

If something is bothering you would it be easier to change the goalposts rather than the thing that is bothering 

you? Give yourself permission to change your mind.

Every so often examine your ambitions and plans. Are they what you really want to do or are they 

'survivalisms' emerging from innate behavioural microchips? Working for security etc.

See the evolutionary necessity for shame and guilt to exist. They were intended to be constructive not 

destructive. Let them go as soon as you have made things right or learnt the lesson.

See anger as an evolutionary way of protecting vital possessions. We have expanded that to include beliefs, and 

thoughts and cultures. Anger is not  needed for protecting philosophical notions of living. Forgive where-ever 

you can, and especially forgive yourself
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